
      

  

 

 

 

 

5 Times Faster, Cost Reduced by 90%: 3D 

Printing Benefits Prototype Design of 

Automobile Parts

Obstacles Encountered when Manufacturing Parts without 3D Printing 

 

Unitycoon Co., Ltd. is a full-service company dedicated to the design and production of auto parts in 

Taiwan. They focus on customizing auto parts, improving the appearance and the performance of the 

car. The R&D team used Raise3D's Pro2 printer to make spare parts models for prototyping and testing, 

enabling them to save costs and increase the success rate of prototype verification. 

Before applying 3D printing in prototyping, Unitycoon needed to manually measure parts to obtain rough 

data and use traditional CNC technology to make a large number of molds. Hand-made molds 

complicated the production process and extended the production time. It was difficult for the development 

team to determine whether the molds had design errors or defects before the molds were completed. 

Redesigning and duplicating molds greatly delayed the production schedule and increased production 

costs. 
Luckily, 3D printing helped Unitycoon in prototype design of auto parts. 

The R&D team scanned the car part and obtained accurate data. Then, 

they used CAD software to redesign the appearance of the model. After 

that, they used the Raise3D Pro2 3D printer to print a high-precision 

model and easily verify its size and appearance on the car. With the 

assistance of Pro2 3D printer, the transition from traditional prototyping 

methods to convenient new processes marked a huge change. 

 Unitycoon team verified the size and appearance of the model on the car itself. 

Raise3D Case Study 
https://www.raise3d.eu/case/3d-printing-benefits-prototype-design-of-automobile-parts/ 

https://www.raise3d.com/pro2-plus/
https://www.raise3d.com/pro2-plus/
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3D printing greatly improves the efficiency of prototyping and reduces 

production time and costs. The senior manager of Unitycoon said that after 

using the 3D printer, the production speed of spare parts has increased 

five times. 

 

With low-cost filaments, the R&D team reduced the costs by up to 90%. As 

an additive construction process, 3D printing strictly follows the design 

specifications, so there is very little waste. 

 

The requirements for the knowledge and skills of the personnel are also 

reduced by the use of Pro2 3D printer. Developers do not need to make 

molds by hand, they can make models on computers. And the Pro2 3D 

printer can complete printing without manual operation. 

 

Finally, developers can print any geometric shape with the help of 3D 

printing, so they can easily handle any car model and any complex parts. 

Do you have a great 3D printing success story and think it would be cool to be featured on www.raise3d.com, we would 
love to learn more! Write to us at inquiry@raise3d.com 
 
For more information about Raise3D printers and services, browse our website, or schedule a demo with one of our 3D 
printing experts. 

Unitycoon demonstrated the excellent advantages of 3D printing mass production and large-scale 

production capabilities, including reducing costs and time, breaking the traditional "manual production-

testing" process, and creating a "what you see is what you get" prototype production method. Raise3D's 

Pro2 dual extruder and RaiseCloud platform assist the Unitycoon team in model production and 

management, allowing them to expand new production lines and a broader market. 

 

This case is shared by Kiden Traditing Ltd., Co. which is a Raise3D reseller in Taiwan. 

 

Unitycoon used the Raise3D Pro2 

printer to print large-scale 

models. 

 

Unitycoon chose the Raise3D Pro2 printer to produce high-quality 3D 

printed parts. The 0.2 mm nozzle in the Pro2 printer can achieve a printing 

layer height of 0.01 mm. The Pro2 printer with dual extruders has a large 

build volume of 12 × 12 × 11.8 inches (305 × 305 × 300 mm), which can 

accommodate larger models, and can print these large models at once. 

 

With the help of ideaMaker, the R&D team split the large model into 

multiple parts, and then they used RaiseCloud to assign tasks to multiple 

printers, and each printer produced a different model. The smooth docking 

of the Raise3D Pro2 printer and RaiseCloud satisfies the batch and multi-

task printing needs of the Unitycoon team, allowing them to embark on the 

track of mass production. 

Benefits of Using a 3D Printer for Production 

Unitycoon used the Raise3D Pro2 

printer to print large-scale models. 

 

Raise3D Helps Large-Scale, Batch Prototype Production and Management 

3D Printing Benefits Unitycoon's Future Development 
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